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Amblin Entertainment, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 
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With this issue you receive parts to 
continue the railroad base for your DeLorean 

YOUR CAR PARTS

8 10

139A RAIL

continue the railroad base for your DeLorean 

139A RAIL
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139B RAIL CHAIRS X 4

EP SCREW X 4

NEW ZEALAND
Phone: (09) 308 2871
Fax: (09) 302 7661
Email: subs@ndc.co.nz

SOUTH AFRICA
Phone: (011) 265 4307
Email: service@jacklin.co.za

MALAYSIA
Phone: 
(03) 8020 7112
Email: 
sales@allscript.com

SINGAPORE
Phone: 
(65) 6287 7090
Email: sales@allscript.com
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DRIVE TIME
INSTRUCTIONS

Continue assembling 
the railroad base for 
your DeLorean.

Add another part of a rail to the 
railroad base and fi x it in place by 
following the illustrated guide. 

CONTINUING THE RAIL

4

STEP 1 ›› Position part 139A on the railroad assembly as shown.

DRIVE TIME

CONTINUING THE RAIL

Position part 139A on the railroad assembly as shown.

139A
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5

STEP 2 ›› Place two of the rail chairs (part 139B) on either side 
of the rail part 139A.    

STEP 3 ›› Fix the two chairs in place with four EP screws in the 
holes shown.   

This is how the assembled 
parts should look at the 
completion of this stage. 

This is how the assembled 
parts should look at the 
completion of this stage. 

5

You will have two chairs left at the end 
of this stage, keep them in a safe place.  

STEP 3 ›› Fix the two chairs in place with four EP screws in the 
holes shown.   

You will have two chairs left at the end 

EP

EP
EP

EP

139B

139B

139A
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ZEMECKIS
ON TV 

As well as his fi lms, Robert Zemeckis also worked on a number 
of TV series, beginning with the creepy Tales from the Crypt.

TALES FROM THE CRYPT (1988-96)
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In 1988, Robert Zemeckis had � nished Who 
Framed Roger Rabbit? and was in preproduction 
for Back to the Future Part II. Between the two 

blockbusters, he joined forces with some of 
Hollywood’s top talent to produce a series for the 

pay TV channel Home Box O�  ce − better known 
now as HBO. The series was based on the 

pay TV channel Home Box O�  ce − better known 

6

BEHIND THE SCENES 

famous EC horror comics, which had 
caused delight and outrage in equal 
measure in the 1950s. (See box on 
page 11.) The most famous of these 
comics provided the title for the 
series − Tales from the Crypt. 

Zemeckis, like many of his 
generation, knew the EC comics 
from their mid-Sixties reprints, but 
the director had particularly fond 
memories of the 1972 � lm version of 
Tales from the Crypt, produced in the 
UK by Milton Subotsky and Max 
Rosenberg.

HORROR REVIVAL
Director George A. Romero had also 
celebrated the EC horror style in his 
1982 � lm Creepshow, using stories by 
Stephen King, and produced a TV 
horror series Tales from the Darkside
in 1983. This had started a revival of 
anthology shows including a 1980s 
version of The Twilight Zone, Freddie’s 
Nightmares (based on A Nightmare on 

Elm Street) and Friday the 13th: The Series. 
Producer Joel Silver acquired the rights to the EC 

back catalogue in the early 1980s,with an intention 
of making an anthology � lm. When Silver was 
producer of the � lm 48 Hours with director Walter 
Hill, he discussed the Tales from the Crypt project 
and found Hill enthusiastic to pay tribute to the 

BETWEEN BLOCKBUSTERS
Between Roger Rabbit and Back to the Future Part II, Robert Zemeckis  
entered the world of Tales from the Crypt.  
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We were excited to create a world out of 
these secret, special, magical comic books.

JOEL SILVER

‘
’

BUILD THE                     DELOREAN

scary stories of his childhood. Hill even explained 
that Alien, which he produced, featured scenes that 
were inspired by the shocks in Tales from the Crypt. 
As time went on, the plan for a � lm became a TV 
anthology series, and Silver and Hill were joined by 
Richard Donner (director of Superman and The 
Goonies) and Robert Zemeckis. 

The producers knew that the original comics 
would be a great source of material, and were keen 
that the show did justice to the audience’s 
memories of the originals. Joel Silver said “We were 
excited to create a world 
out of these secret, special, 
magical comic books. If you 
know the stories, you’ll see 
that our versions are very 
true to the originals.” 

7

Zemeckis had a big in� uence on the creation of 
the Crypt Keeper, the skeletal creature who acted as 
the host for the show. Zemeckis suggested that the 
character should be realised as an animatronic 
puppet, because this would allow for a much more 
distinctive, funny and ultimately lovable personality 
than an actor in make-up. 

HORRIBLE HOST 
Robert Zemeckis suggested that the Crypt Keeper, the wisecracking 
host of Tales from the Crypt should be realised as a puppet.    

J244_BTTF139_UKNAT_DELOREAN_P06-09.indd   7 05/07/2019   15:29
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BEHIND THE SCENES 

PRODUCERS THREE 
Richard Donner, Joel Silver and Robert Zemeckis (above), were the 
executive producers of Tales from the Crypt, together with Walter Hill.   

The Crypt Keeper was voiced by actor John 
Kassir, and became a hugely popular element of 
the show, his ghoulish puns helping to lighten the 
darkness of the stories. When e� ects artist Kevin 
Yagher was designing the puppet, he was unsure 
what sort of nose to give the host. Zemeckis 
pointed out “He doesn’t necessarily need a nose.” 
Yagher, who worked on the Nightmare on Elm Street
and Hellraiser � lms, directed all the Crypt Keeper 
scenes for the series. 

Because the show was broadcast on HBO, it 
avoided the heavy censorship of network 
television and could present gory scenes that were 
faithful to the original comics. The series was an 
international hit, and ran for seven seasons. 

SETTING THE TONE 
Zemeckis set the tone for the series by directing 
one of the � rst episodes, And All Through the House, 
a blackly comic Christmas story which had 
previously been adapted as a segment of the 1972 
� lm, starring Joan Collins. 

In the story, a woman murders her husband on 
Christmas Eve and attempts to dispose of the body. 
At the same time, reports come in of an escaped 

THE EC COMICS STORY
EC was founded by publisher Maxwell Gaines in 1944, with the 
initials standing for ‘Educational Comics’ – Gaines used comic 
strips to tell stories from American history and the Bible. After  
the death of Max in 1947, his 25-year-old son William inherited 
the company, renaming it ‘Entertaining Comics’, and 
concentrating on more mature subjects including Westerns, 
detective stories and romances. Gaines and his editor Al 
Feldstein both had a fondness for grisly horror tales and 
beginning in 1948, put them into the comics. By 1950, EC’s 
output had changed almost entirely to science � ction and 
horror, with popular titles including The Vault of Horror and 
Tales from the Crypt. Though often gory and violent, the stories 
always had a moral core, and the greedy and cruel invariably 
met a horrible end. Nevertheless, some citizens were outraged 
that children were being exposed to pictures of severed limbs 
and reanimated corpses. In 1954, the Comics Code Authority 
was created, banning depictions of sexuality, violence and 
gore in comic books. EC’s horror line-up was e� ectively killed 
o�  by early 1955, but Gaines had the last laugh, moving on to 
publish the comedy magazine Mad. As a forbidden pleasure, 
the ‘horror comics’ lived on, and were reprinted in the 1960s 
and subsequently, to delight new generations of fans.   

8
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BUILD THE                     DELOREAN

A (DEMON) KNIGHT AT THE MOVIES 
Demon Knight, the fi rst fi lm spin-off from Tales from the Crypt was directed by Ernest Dickerson, 
Robert Zemeckis was one of the executive producers. 

lunatic dressed in a Santa Claus out� t who is on 
the run from a nearby asylum. Larry Drake 
played the axe-wielding maniac with giggling 
relish, and Mary Ellen Trainor (then Zemeckis’ 
wife, who later appeared in Back to the Future 
Part II) played the murderous wife. Alan Silvestri 
provided the score for the episode. 

TOP DIRECTORS 
The series attracted many established directors 
including William Friedkin (The Exorcist), Tobe 
Hooper (Texas Chain Saw Massacre) and Tom 
Holland (Child’s Play). There were also celebrity 
directors including Arnold Schwarzenegger and 
Tom Hanks. Big-name stars, including 
Christopher Reeve, Steve Buscemi, Brad Pitt, 
Demi Moore and many others were encouraged 
to give enjoyably over-the-top performances. 

Robert Zemeckis brought in some of his own 
� lm-making colleagues, from both sides of the 
camera. Christopher Lloyd and Lea Thompson 
were both given starring roles, and Michael J. 
Fox was given a chance to star in and direct an 
episode, an opportunity which the young actor 
embraced eagerly. 

Fox’s episode was called The Trap, and aired in 
1991. The story involved a murder scam to claim 
insurance money and starred Bruno Kirby and 
Teri Garr with Fox playing a prosecutor. Fox told 
Entertainment Tonight, “This is the perfect job 
for me because you’re never allowed to get 
bored. As a director you realise it’s about 
everything – it’s about a prop here, a light 
there, someone in the background crossing 
over there, you realise the potential for disaster 
that lurks around every corner.”   

SPECIAL EPISODES
In the same year, Zemeckis was back in the 
director’s chair for the � nale to the show’s third 
season, a World War I story, Yellow, starring Kirk 
Douglas and his son Eric, with Dan Aykroyd. The 
episode was inspired by one of Douglas’ best-known 
� lms, Stanley Kubrick’s Paths of Glory (1957). 

Zemeckis also provided something special for the 
show’s 80th episode, You, Murderer, in 1995. This 
segment was made in the style of a classic � lm noir, 
with Isabella Rossellini (who starred in Zemeckis’ 
Death Becomes Her) and John Lithgow. It also 
featured a posthumous ‘appearance’ by the late  
Hollywood legend Humphrey Bogart. By this time, 

9

Zemeckis had made Forrest Gump, in which Tom 
Hanks interacted with historical � gures via CG 
technology pioneered at Industrial Light & Magic. 
Zemeckis used the same technology to place Bogart 
into a new story, but the episode was shot from the 
character’s point-of-view, so Bogart was only ever 
seen in re� ections. ILM’s visual e� ects supervisor Ken 
Ralston handled the demanding composition work.  

In 1995, the series spawned a movie spin-o� , Tales 
from the Crypt Presents Demon Knight, starring Billy 
Zane (from Back to the Future), William Sadler and 
Jada Pinkett. This was followed in 1996 by Bordello of 
Blood, based on an early script by Robert Zemeckis 
and Bob Gale. ■
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Harry Keramidas worked with 

Arthur Schmidt as co-editor of 

Back to the Future, the movie 

requiring two editors because of the tight 

deadline to get it fi nished for a summer 

release. However, this had the advantage 

of binging together two different but 

complimentary styles – while Schmidt had 

followed his father into the fi lm business 

and had worked on many Hollywood 

movies, Keramidas had worked as a 

documentary fi lm-maker.      

After military service in the Dominican 

Republic in the 1960s, Keramidas 

developed an interest in ethnographic 

fi lm-making and attended the UCLA 

Graduate Film School. He then worked for 

the National Film Board of Canada and 

Encyclopedia Britannica Films, eventually 

editing more than 70 documentaries and 

educational fi lms. As well as his work in 

the Back to the Future fi lm trilogy, he has 

edited more than 40 fi lms and TV shows 

including horror (The Children of the 

Corn), romantic comedy (About Last 

Night) and sci-fi  (Judge Dredd). Often in 

demand to talk about his work, Keramidas 

was artist in residence at the Manhattan 

Editors’ Workshop in 2011.

He now lives in Ashfi eld, Massachusetts, 

and has devoted himself to the cultural life 

of the small town. ■

CO-EDITOR, BACK TO THE FUTURE  

HARRY 
KERAMIDAS

ALL ABOUT HARRY
● Born and raised in Detroit, 
Michigan, Keramidas attended 
the University of Michigan and 
Wayne State University, 
graduating with a degree in 
industrial psychology. 

● He sits on the Ashfi eld 
Cultural Council and the board 
of the Ashfi eld History Project, 
which is compiling a history of 
the town in the 250 years since 
its incorporation. He is also the 
founder and director emeritus 
of the Ashfi eld Film Festival. 
Now in its 12th year, the 
festival features fi ve-minute 
fi lms ‘created by the working 
folks, gentleman farmers, and 
schoolchildren of this agrarian 
community of 1,700, where 
there is no cellphone service 
and the town diner and the 
supply store across the street 
qualify as the sole hotbed 
of activity.’

A TIME-TRAVELER’S GUIDE 
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developed an interest in ethnographic 

10

QUICK FACTS!

Above: Harry Keramidas, founder of the Ashfi eld 
Film Festival, holding the festival’s mascot, Baby 
Cecil, outside the Ashfi eld Town Hall. 

An accomplished editor and founder of an 
independent fi lm festival. 
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NEXT ISSUE...
YOUR CAR PARTS...
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TIME CIRCUITS 
Continue working on the time 
circuit box for your DeLorean.

With next issue, you will receive more 
parts for the time circuit box for your 
DeLorean, which you can assemble 
by following the step-by-step guide.   

ZEMECKIS ON TV  
Continuing our look at Robert Zemeckis’ work 

on television as executive producer. 
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